The sense of taste allows animals to distinguish nutritious and toxic substances and elicits food acceptance or avoidance behaviors. In Drosophila, taste cells that contain the Gr5a receptor are necessary for acceptance behavior, and cells with the Gr66a receptor are necessary for avoidance. To determine the cellular substrates of taste behaviors, we monitored taste cell activity in vivo with the genetically encoded calcium indicator G-CaMP. These studies reveal that Gr5a cells selectively respond to sugars and Gr66a cells to bitter compounds. Flies are attracted to sugars and avoid bitter substances, suggesting that Gr5a cell activity is sufficient to mediate acceptance behavior and that Gr66a cell activation mediates avoidance. As a direct test of this hypothesis, we inducibly activated different taste neurons by expression of an exogenous ligand-gated ion channel and found that cellular activity is sufficient to drive taste behaviors. These studies demonstrate that taste cells are tuned by taste category and are hardwired to taste behaviors.
Introduction
The sense of taste is intimately associated with feeding behaviors, allowing animals to consume caloric foods and avoid toxins. Although the decision to eat or not is critical for an animal's survival, little is known about the neural processing underlying taste acceptance or avoidance in any organism. The taste system in Drosophila affords an attractive model to study the link between sensory detection and behavior because taste behaviors are robust, simple to assay, and carried out by a nervous system that is amenable to molecular, genetic, and functional studies.
Drosophila sample their local chemical environment with taste bristles on the proboscis, internal mouthpart organs, legs, wings, and ovipositor (Dethier, 1976; Stocker, 1994; Singh, 1997) . Taste bristles are composed of two to four taste neurons, a mechanosensory neuron, and support cells (Falk et al., 1976) . Dendrites of taste neurons extend to the bristle tip where they interact with taste compounds in the environment, and axons of these neurons project to the brain. Taste neurons from the ovipositor, wings, and some leg bristles project to thoracic ganglia. All other taste neurons project to a region of the ventral brain called the subesophageal ganglion (SOG) (Power, 1948; Stocker and Schorderet, 1981; Rajashekhar and Singh, 1994) .
Taste detection is mediated by members of the gustatory receptor (GR) family, comprising approximately 70 genes (Clyne et al., 2000; Dunipace et al., 2001; Scott et al., 2001) . The GR genes are expressed in taste cell subsets, with multiple receptors expressed per cell (Thorne et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004a) . We recently showed by genetic cell ablation experiments that the taste receptor Gr5a marks a subset of taste cells that is essential for sugar acceptance behavior and that the Gr66a receptor marks a different subset necessary for avoidance of bitter compounds (Wang et al., 2004a) . Although these studies demonstrate that Gr5a and Gr66a cells are necessary for taste behaviors, they leave open the questions of whether these cells selectively detect different taste ligands and whether their activation is sufficient to generate taste behaviors.
Different models of taste coding in peripheral cells could mediate taste detection and behavior (reviewed in Scott and Giza, 2000; Scott, 2004) . In the labeledline model of taste coding, taste neurons selectively respond to different taste ligands, and their activation is hardwired to specific behavioral outputs. Alternatively, taste cells may respond to multiple modalities such that different combinatorial codes of activity may elicit specific behaviors. A third possibility is that the temporal firing patterns of taste cells encode taste quality. Previous studies in the fly taste system have measured taste cell activity by composite recordings of the four neurons innervating a single taste bristle, leading to the notion that one neuron recognizes sugars, one water, and two salts (Dethier, 1976; Fujishiro et al., 1984) . These pioneering studies suggest that different taste cells recognize different taste categories and support the labeled-line model of taste coding in the periphery. The recent identification of molecular markers that label specific taste cells in Drosophila and the recent development of sophisticated approaches to monitor activity of large neural populations in vivo provide the opportunity to assess the function of taste neurons and evaluate taste coding in the periphery in defined cell populations.
In this manuscript, we monitor responses of molecularly defined populations of cells in vivo by using the genetically encoded calcium indicator G-CaMP (Nakai et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2003) . These studies show that Gr5a cells selectively respond to sugars and Gr66a cells to bitter compounds. Moreover, inducible activation of Gr5a cells elicits acceptance behavior, whereas activation of Gr66a cells mediates avoidance. This work demonstrates that taste cells recognize multiple compounds within a taste category and are hardwired to elicit specific behavioral programs.
Results
Approach to Monitor Taste-Induced Activity in the Brain To directly monitor the ligand specificity of different taste cells, we expressed a genetically encoded calcium sensor in taste neurons and visualized taste-induced fluorescence changes in projections. We utilized the high signal-to-noise calcium indicator G-CaMP, a circularly permutated green fluorescent protein (GFP) linked to calmodulin (CaM), and a CaM binding peptide (Nakai et al., 2001) . CaM binds the peptide in the presence of calcium and promotes GFP fluorescence, with fluorescence increasing as a function of calcium concentration (Nakai et al., 2001) . Recently, G-CaMP was introduced as a transgene in Drosophila to monitor activity-induced fluorescent changes in specific tissues using the Gal4/ UAS system. Elegant studies in the Drosophila olfactory system revealed that odors evoke dramatic changes in G-CaMP fluorescence in the antennal lobe (Wang et al., 2003) and mushroom bodies (Wang et al., 2004b) (100% DF/F), with different odors producing different spatial activity patterns.
In order to stimulate the proboscis and monitor calcium changes in the brain, we developed a live fly preparation in which a window of cuticle was removed to allow visual access to the taste region of the brain ( Figure 1A and see Figure S1 in the Supplemental Data available online). The proboscis was stimulated by application of a wide-pore pipette filled with taste solutions, and fluorescence changes in taste projections were monitored by confocal microscopy. This preparation has the advantage that the proboscis and brain remain insulated from each other, such that applying salt and sugar solutions at the proboscis does not influence the bath medium surrounding the brain. We found the preparation to be stable for w1 hr, with the fly continuing to wiggle its proboscis.
The adult Drosophila brain contains w100,000 neurons, with an outer shell of cell bodies surrounding the internal fibrous core. Taste neurons from the proboscis send axons through the labial nerve to a region of the ventral brain called the subesophageal ganglion (Power, 1948; Stocker and Schorderet, 1981; Rajashekhar and Singh, 1994) . Our previous studies showed that projections from taste neurons expressing the receptors Gr5a or Gr66a are spatially segregated in the SOG: Gr5a projections do not cross the midline and are anterior to Gr66a projections; Gr66a projections converge in a ring-like web in the medial SOG (Wang et al., 2004a) ( Figures 1B and 1C ). G-CaMP was expressed in Gr5a or Gr66a projections using the Gal4/UAS system (Wang et al., 2003) . For confocal imaging, a 150 3 150 3 42 mm area of the SOG, centered on taste projections, was scanned at 294 ms per frame for 30 s prior to stimulus delivery to establish baseline fluorescence and for 15 s during stimulus application to record taste-induced fluorescence changes.
Taste Cells Respond Selectively to Taste Ligands
In initial experiments to evaluate the taste specificities of different neural classes, the proboscis of a fly was stimulated with the sugars sucrose and trehalose and the noxious compounds caffeine and denatonium, and GCaMP changes in Gr5a or Gr66a projections were examined. Comparison of fluorescence intensity changes ( Figure 1C ) or plots of maximum fluorescence change versus initial fluorescence (%DF/F) ( Figure 1D ) demonstrate that Gr5a projections show fluorescence increases to sucrose and trehalose, whereas Gr66a projections respond to caffeine and denatonium. Importantly, the responses are selective. Fluorescence measurements from a single Gr5a brain demonstrate increases to sucrose and trehalose but not caffeine and denatonium ( Figure 1D ). The converse is true for Gr66a projections ( Figure 1D ).
As another approach to ensure the selectivity of responses, we generated flies in which both Gr5a and Gr66a projections contain G-CaMP and examined whether the spatial distribution of responses was different for caffeine versus sucrose stimulation. Caffeine stimulation caused increases in a medial ring-like web of projections, mirroring Gr66a anatomical projections ( Figure 1E ). Sucrose application caused fluorescence increases in projections that anatomically resemble Gr5a projections ( Figure 1E ). An overlay of caffeine and sucrose responses from the same fly brain reveals that different taste substances activate different neural subsets ( Figure 1E ). This experiment directly illustrates that there is a spatial map of taste activity in the SOG.
How sensitive are the taste-induced G-CaMP responses? G-CaMP is a calcium indicator with four calcium binding sites and a detection threshold of several action potentials (Nakai et al., 2001; Pologruto et al., 2004; Reiff et al., 2005) . To evaluate whether G-CaMP reports taste-induced activity over a range of biologically relevant concentrations, we examined G-CaMP responses to taste concentrations that a fly detects as different. We previously showed that flies show increased acceptance of 5-100 mM sucrose and 15-100 mM trehalose, and increased avoidance to 1-100 mM caffeine and 0.1-10 mM denatonium (Wang et al., 2004a) . We stimulated the proboscis with different taste concentrations and monitored G-CaMP fluorescence in Gr5a or Gr66a cells. Fluorescence in Gr5a cells increases from 10-1000 mM sucrose and trehalose ( Figure 2A ). Fluorescence in Gr66a cells increases from 1-100 mM caffeine and 0.1-10 mM denatonium ( Figure 2B ). The tasteinduced fluorescent changes are nonlinear with increasing ligand concentration. This may reflect the cooperative binding of calcium to G-CaMP or the nonlinearity of signal transduction events. Despite the limitations inherent in the use of a calcium indicator to detect neural activity, these experiments demonstrate that G-CaMP reports changes in taste concentrations over a biologically relevant concentration range.
We next more thoroughly investigated response profiles by stimulating Gr5a and Gr66a projections with a panel of 24 taste substances, including sugars, bitter compounds, salts, and amino acids. Responses from ten flies of each genotype for each substance were monitored to compare fluorescence changes for Gr5a and Gr66a cells (Figure 3 ). These studies demonstrate that Gr5a cells respond to arabinose, fructose, galactose, glucose, maltose, sucrose, and trehalose, but not to aristolochic acid, azadirachtin, berberine, caffeine, denatonium benzoate, limonin, lobeline, papaverine, quassin, or quinine. In contrast, Gr66a cells respond to all tested bitter compounds, but none of the sugars (with the exception of arabinose, Figure 3 ), even at a tenfold higher concentration. Interestingly, both populations respond to 1 M NaCl, a substance which a fly avoids. Gr5a cells respond to 10 mM NaCl, a substance that is attractive to flies, whereas Gr66a cells do not. We hypothesize that activation of Gr5a cells alone leads to acceptance behavior, whereas activation of Gr66a leads to avoidance and overrides Gr5a activation. Alternatively, 1 M salt application may lead to nonspecific artifacts. Moreover, our studies do not address whether additional taste neurons may generate selective responses to salts. Neither Gr5a cells nor Gr66a cells responded to the amino acids threonine or valine at 100 mM concentrations.
These studies demonstrate that the two cell populations show mostly nonoverlapping response profiles, with Gr5a selectively responding to sugars and Gr66a selectively recognizing bitter compounds.
Taste Cell Activity Correlates with Taste Behavior Do the cellular responses to different taste compounds correlate with behavioral responses? In order to relate (E) G-CaMP expression in both Gr5a and Gr66a projections reveals spatial segregation of responses to sugars and bitter compounds. The first image shows initial G-CaMP fluorescence, second is intensity increase after 100 mM caffeine, third is intensity increase after 1 M sucrose stimulation, fourth is overlay of caffeine-induced change (red) and sucrose-induced fluorescent change (green).
the activation of different taste cells with taste behaviors, we developed a taste choice assay to assess the behavior of a large number of flies to the taste compounds that we used in the G-CaMP imaging experiments ( Figure 4A ). Briefly, we determined the number of flies that collect on different taste substances, under the assumption that flies would remain on substances they prefer. Flies were starved overnight and then allowed to roam for 30 min on a dish that contained two substances. To assess acceptance, flies were given a choice between the neutral substance agar and agar plus taste compound. To assess avoidance, we included 100 mM sucrose throughout the dish to increase the number of flies sampling the substrates. Digital images were taken every 20 s, and the number of flies on each substrate was counted at 80s intervals.
Similar to previous results with other behavioral assays (Wang et al., 2004a) , wild-type flies prefer 100 mM sucrose and avoid 1 mM quinine ( Figure 4B ). More strikingly, substances that increase G-CaMP fluorescence in Gr5a cells but not Gr66a cells mediate acceptance behaviors ( Figure 4B ). One exception is 10 mM NaCl, which does not elicit a response in this behavioral assay, although it is an attractant in other taste assays (Wang et al., 2004a) . Conversely, substances that activate Gr66a cells mediate avoidance ( Figure 4B ). The amino acids threonine and valine at 100 mM concentrations do not activate Gr5a or Gr66a cells by G-CaMP measurements and do not elicit attraction or avoidance behavior. Thus, the behavioral experiments argue that flies are attracted to substances that activate Gr5a cells and avoid substances that activate Gr66a cells.
Responses in Subpopulations of Gr66a Cells
Do different subpopulations of Gr66a cells detect different bitter compounds? We and others have previously shown that multiple GR receptors are coexpressed in subsets of Gr66a cells, by double labeling experiments using GR promoters to drive expression of different reporters and by cell-counting experiments (Wang et al., 2004a; Thorne et al., 2004) . These GRs all show partially overlapping expression patterns, but are all confined to Gr66a-bearing cells. For example, Gr47a is coexpressed with Gr66a in one cell population and Gr32a is coexpressed with Gr66a and many other bitter receptors in a different population by transgenic analyses (Wang et al., 2004a) . As an initial attempt to examine ligand diversity of different Gr66a subpopulations, we generated Gr47a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP flies and Gr32a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP flies and monitored fluorescent responses to the panel of bitter compounds that generated responses in Gr66a cells. Both cell populations respond to the majority of compounds tested ( Figure 5 ). Only azadirachtin produces significantly reduced responses in Gr47 cells that are not different from the water control, suggesting that there may be differences in recognition of this compound.
Overall, these results demonstrate that different subpopulations of Gr66a cells respond to most bitter compounds tested. One possibility is that different subpopulations of Gr66a cells discriminate bitter compounds not examined in our experiments or have qualitative rather than absolute differences in responses that are not clearly resolved by G-CaMP imaging experiments. Alternatively, bitter cells may generally recognize the same bitter compounds. Different subpopulations of taste neurons expressing different GR subsets could have similar response profiles if GRs have overlapping ligand specificity. It is also possible that GR genes are generally coexpressed in all Gr66a-containing cells and the apparent molecular diversity of Gr66a cells results from transgenic expression patterns that do not recapitulate endogenous gene expression patterns.
Thus, although the G-CaMP imaging experiments reveal clear differences in the ligand specificity of Gr5a and Gr66a cells, they do not resolve responses of subpopulations of Gr66a cells into unique subtypes.
Inducible Activation of Taste Neurons Elicits Taste Behaviors
The results presented thus far indicate that Gr5a projections respond to chemicals that the fly prefers, whereas Gr66a cells are activated by substances that the fly avoids. These observations suggest that Gr5a cells may be hardwired to mediate acceptance behaviors and Gr66a to avoidance. If this is true, then one prediction would be that artificial activation of Gr5a cells should be sufficient to generate acceptance behavior, whereas activation of Gr66a would elicit avoidance.
Recent studies in C. elegans used the mammalian vanilloid receptor (VR1) as an inducible activator in sensory neurons (Tobin et al., 2002) . VR1 is a cationic channel of the TRP family that is activated in response to the hot chili pepper ingredient capsaicin (Caterina et al., 1997) , a compound that worms find innocuous. Expression of VR1 in ASH nociceptive neurons elicited capsaicininduced avoidance behavior, showing that activation of sensory neurons by an exogenous channel can generate behavioral programs (Tobin et al., 2002) . We therefore expressed the mammalian ion channel VR1E600K in different populations of taste neurons for inducible activation experiments. VR1E600K is a variant of VR1 with a higher agonist sensitivity, showing saturating responses at 50 nM capsaicin in HEK293 cells (Jordt et al., 2000) . Transgenic flies containing the VR1E600K under Gal4 control were generated and crossed to Gr5a-and Gr66a-Gal4 flies to generate flies expressing VR1E600K in different taste cell populations. Probosces and brains of flies carrying the transgenes were immunostained with antibodies against the mammalian channel. Channel expression was detected in flies with the VR1E600K transgene, but not in negative controls (Figure 6A) .
To determine whether the mammalian channel functions in taste cells, Gr5a-Gal4, UAS-VR1E600K, UASGCaMP flies and Gr66a-Gal4, UAS-VR1E600K, UASGCaMP flies were generated. The proboscis was Fluorescent changes (%DF/F) for Gr5a projections (green) or Gr66a projections (red) to 23 taste ligands. To evaluate the significance of responses, Gr5a responses were compared to the Gr5a water response, and Gr66a to the Gr66a water response (Student's t test, ***p < 0.005, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05). Ten brains were monitored for each stimulus/genotype. Error bars are SEM. Concentrations are listed in Experimental Procedures. stimulated with capsaicin, and G-CaMP fluorescence changes were monitored in the brain. Gr66a-VR1E600K flies show robust responses to capsaicin at 1, 10, and 100 mM capsaicin, and Gr5a-VR1E600K flies show responses at 10 and 100 mM capsaicin ( Figures 6B and  6C ). We suspect differences in responsiveness may reflect differences in the strength of the Gr66a-Gal4 and Gr5a-Gal4 drivers. Importantly, flies without the VR1E600K receptor do not show capsaicin-induced fluorescent changes ( Figure 6C ). These experiments show that VR1E600K activation elicits calcium changes in taste cells.
To evaluate whether taste cell activation by capsaicin induces taste behaviors, we performed behavioral assays as described above, in which flies were given a choice between agar versus agar plus 1, 10, or 100 mM capsaicin, and their loitering time on the two substrates was recorded over a 30 min period. Wild-type flies show no preference to agar versus agar plus capsaicin at any concentration, demonstrating that capsaicin is a neutral substance for wild-type flies ( Figure 6D ). Notably, however, Gr5a-VR1E600K flies prefer the agarcapsaicin substrate, with preference increasing from 1 to 10 mM capsaicin, saturating at 100 mM ( Figure 6D ). (B) Behavioral taste preference of wild-type flies to the 23 compounds used in imaging experiments. The number of flies on the taste ligand plus agarose versus agarose was assessed for sugars. For bitter and neutral compounds, 100 mM sucrose was included throughout the dish. The preference index is a measure of attraction or avoidance, with 0 being neutral, 1 being 100% attraction, and 21 being 100% avoidance (defined in Experimental Procedures). Three batches of 100 to 200 flies were assessed for taste acceptance or avoidance for each compound. Graph shows mean 6 SEM. The response of each compound was compared to the agar response (agar versus agar control), and stars denote significant differences (Student's t test, ***p < 0.005, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05).
Similarly, Gr66a-VR1E600K flies avoid capsaicin at 10 and 100 mM concentrations ( Figure 6D) . Interestingly, the behavioral responses are less robust for capsaicin than for natural ligands, although the capsaicin-induced G-CaMP fluorescent changes are more dramatic. This suggests that capsaicin-dependent activation does not perfectly recapitulate natural activation. Nevertheless, these studies demonstrate that exogenous activation of a sensory neuron is sufficient to generate a taste behavior. Moreover, they show that activation of Gr5a neurons is sufficient to generate taste acceptance and that activation of Gr66a is sufficient to elicit avoidance.
Discussion
Animals must distinguish sugars from bitter compounds to maintain energy balance and avoid toxins. We previously showed that in Drosophila, cells with the Gr5a taste receptor are necessary for sugar acceptance behaviors, and those with Gr66a are necessary for avoidance (Wang et al., 2004a) . In this paper, we demonstrate that these taste cells selectively recognize different taste modalities, such that there is functional segregation of taste qualities in the periphery and at the first relay in the brain. Moreover, we show that activation of these different taste neurons is sufficient to elicit different taste behaviors. Thus, activity of the sensory neuron, rather than the receptor, is the arbiter of taste behavior. Our studies argue that animals distinguish different tastes by activation of dedicated neural circuits that dictate behavioral outputs.
A Functional Map of Taste Modalities in the Fly
The patterns of sensory projections provide internal representations of the external world. For example, there is an odotopic map of olfactory projections in flies and mammals. We previously showed that Drosophila gustatory projections are segregated by taste organ such that there is an anterior-posterior map in the subesophageal ganglion of mouthpart, proboscis, and leg projections (Wang et al., 2004a) . Within the proboscis, two different populations of taste neurons can be defined by their expression of either the Gr5a receptor or the Gr66a receptor. Neurons with these different receptors show segregated projections in the brain, with Gr5a projections lateral and anterior to Gr66a projections. Genetic cell ablation experiments revealed that Gr5a cells are required for sugar acceptance behavior and Gr66a for avoidance of bitter compounds. These experiments suggest that in addition to the organotopic map of taste projections, there is also an anatomical map of different taste modalities.
In this manuscript, we directly demonstrate that there is functional segregation of different taste modalities in the fly brain. We monitored taste responses in the living fly by expressing the calcium-sensitive indicator GCaMP in different classes of taste neurons and demonstrated that Gr5a projections respond to a large number of sugars and that Gr66a termini respond to several bitter compounds. Monitoring the responses of subsets of Gr66a cells to a panel of bitter compounds did not reveal striking differences in ligand recognition profiles. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that different subsets of Gr5a or Gr66a cells show more selective responses, we found clear spatial segregation of sugar and bitter responses in the SOG. This argues that there is a spatial activity map of different taste modalities in the fly brain that corresponds to the anatomical projections of Gr5a and Gr66a cells.
The character of the taste map in the fly brain is very different from the olfactory map. In the olfactory system, 70 receptors in flies and w1000 in mammals are used to detect odors (reviewed in Buck, 2000; Keller and Vosshall, 2003) . Neurons generally express one receptor, and neurons with the same odorant receptor in the periphery synapse at the same glomerulus in the first relay of the brain. Functional imaging experiments demonstrate that a given odor will activate multiple glomeruli, and one glomerulus will respond to multiple odors. This has led to a spatial model for odor coding in the brain in which the unique combination of activated glomeruli specifies a smell. An animal is thus able to distinguish thousands of different smells by the activation of thousands of different combinations of glomeruli. By contrast, in the fly taste system, sugars activate Gr5a taste projections and bitter compounds activate Gr66a projections. This suggests that there is not a combinatorial code for different tastes in the fly. Instead, the activation of segregated neural populations encodes different taste modalities. This simple map may allow the fly to distinguish sugars from bitter compounds, but may limit the ability to distinguish compounds within the same modality. 
Activation of Specific Taste Neurons Is Sufficient to Elicit Behavioral Responses
Sugars elicit food acceptance behavior, and bitter compounds elicit avoidance. The segregation of sugar and bitter responses in the fly brain suggests that activation of different classes of sensory neurons may be sufficient to generate different taste behaviors. In this manuscript, we directly tested this hypothesis. We inducibly activated Gr5a or Gr66a cells by expression of a cationic ion channel, VR1E600K, in taste cells and application of its ligand, capsaicin, at the proboscis. G-CaMP imaging experiments demonstrated that taste cells show calcium increases in response to capsaicin. Behavioral studies showed altered taste preferences in flies containing the VR1E600K channel: flies with VR1E600K in Gr5a cells are attracted to capsaicin, and those with VR1E600K in Gr66a cells avoid it. This demonstrates that activation of different taste neurons is sufficient to generate different taste behaviors. Recent studies in C. elegans chemosensory neurons (Tobin et al., 2002) and mammalian gustatory cells (Zhao et al., 2003; Mueller et al., 2005) demonstrate that exogenous activation of these cells is sufficient to generate acceptance and avoidance behaviors as well. The picture that is emerging from these studies is that the activity of selective sensory cells in the periphery generates behavioral programs through the activation of dedicated neural circuits. (B) Capsaicin elicits G-CaMP fluorescence increases in taste projections expressing VR1E600K. Shown are the initial G-CaMP fluorescence and the color-coded fluorescent intensity increases (DF) to 10 mm capsaicin application for Gr5a (top panels) and Gr66a (bottom panels) projections. (C) Summary of maximum capsaicin-induced %DF/F changes for Gr5a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP, UAS-VR1E600K flies (:, solid green line), Gr5a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP (:, dotted black line), Gr66a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP, UAS-VR1E600K flies (-, solid red line), Gr66a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP (-, dotted black line), illustrating that taste projections expressing the VR1E600K ion channel show fluorescent increases to increasing concentrations of capsaicin. Five brains/genotype were analyzed. *** denotes values statistically different from concentration-matched comparisons of Gr5a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP, UAS-VR1E600K flies versus Gr5a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP and Gr66a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP, UAS-VR1E600K versus Gr66a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP flies (Student's t test, p < 0.005). Error bars are SEM. (D) Behavioral taste preference assays reveal that wild-type flies are neutral to 1, 10, and 100 mM capsaicin, Gr5a-Gal4, UAS-VRE600K flies are attracted to it, and Gr66a-Gal4, UAS-VRE600K flies avoid it. Eight batches of w200 flies per batch were assayed for each genotype at each concentration. *** denotes values statistically different from concentration-matched, wild-type values (Student's t test, p < 0.005). Error bars are SEM.
Neuron
Taste Information Is Encoded by Labeled Lines in the Fly Periphery Our G-CaMP imaging and behavioral studies have important implications for understanding how taste information is encoded in the periphery. Three different models have been suggested for how taste information is encoded in the brain: the labeled-line model, the population-coding model (or mixed-lines model), and the temporal-coding model (for review, see Smith and St John, 1999; Scott and Giza, 2000; Scott, 2004) . In the labeled-line model of taste coding, cells are dedicated to detecting different taste ligands, and this information remains segregated as it is relayed to the brain, such that different tastes are distinguished by the selective activation of nonoverlapping cells. In populationcoding models, the comparative activity of many cell types rather than activation of one type conveys taste information. This model proposes that the ensemble activity encodes taste quality. In temporal-coding models, it is the precise pattern of action potentials that communicates taste quality.
The labeled-line model can be distinguished from the other models by the requirement for a neuron to have a unique identity in terms of recognition properties and behavior. The observation that neurons express subsets of receptors and selectively recognize different taste categories argues that taste neurons have different identities. Moreover, our finding that activation of an exogenous ion channel in discrete taste cell populations elicits specific behaviors argues that selective cell activation is sufficient to mediate behavior, under conditions that do not activate the entire taste cell population and are unlikely to mimic endogenous firing patterns. Taken together, our studies strongly favor the labeledline model of taste coding in the periphery, although they cannot rule out a role for spike timing or ensemble encoding in fine-tuning the responses.
Seminal studies in the gustatory system of mammals strongly argue in favor of the labeled-line model of taste coding in the mammalian gustatory system in the periphery as well. Taste cells on the tongue selectively express either sugar, bitter, or amino acid receptors, such that different taste qualities are detected by different cells in the periphery (Nelson et al., 2001) . Activation of these different taste cells is sufficient to generate specific taste behaviors, with artificial activation of sugar cells eliciting acceptance behavior and artificial activation of bitter cells eliciting avoidance (Zhao et al., 2003; Mueller et al., 2005) . The observation that cells are dedicated to detecting a specific taste modality and mediate a specific behavior suggests that there are labeled lines of taste information from peripheral detection to behavior. Thus, taste behaviors are hardwired to selective cell activation on the tongue in mammals and the proboscis in flies.
The advantage of having taste cell activation innately coupled to behavioral outputs via labeled lines is that the valence of a taste compound is dictated by the neural circuit and requires no previous association. The stereotypy of taste behaviors affords the opportunity to examine how neural connectivity elicits distinct behaviors. We anticipate that live imaging of neural responses will be a powerful approach to dissect higher-order taste processing in the fly brain.
Experimental Procedures
Experimental Animals Drosophila stocks were reared on standard cornmeal-agar-molasses medium at 22ºC. w 1118 strains were used for transgene injections. P-element-mediated germline transformation and subsequent fly manipulations were performed using standard techniques (Rubin, 1985) . The UAS-G-CaMP flies were generously provided by Dr. Jing Wang (Wang et al., 2003) .
G-CaMP Imaging in the SOG
For the imaging studies, female flies were aged more than 2 weeks to enhance the levels of G-CaMP in taste projections. The preparation consisted of a fly wrapped in parafilm and secured to a culture dish. Specifically, the fly body was encased in a parafilm ''sleeping bag'' (two pieces of parafilm sealed at three edges), such that the legs and body were immobilized while the head remained exposed to air. The parafilm was pinned with two insect pins to Sylgard in a 10 cm Petri dish, with the fly posterior facing the dish and the anterior facing the microscope objective, such that the anterior brain was parallel to the objective lens (see Figure S1 ). Antennae, and associated cuticle were removed and exposed brain was immediately covered in modified AHL (Wang et al., 2003 ; except that AHL contained 15 mM ribose instead of 10 mM sucrose plus 5 mM trehalose). The esophagous was severed with fine forceps to allow visual access to the SOG. A fine tungsten wire pin was inserted into the space between the brain and proboscis, through the posterior cuticle and into the parafilm ledge, to limit proboscis movement without damaging taste fibers. The exposed brain was then covered in 1% agarose in AHL to embed the brain in agarose. The exposed region was sealed with a coverslip, leaving the proboscis exposed to air. G-CaMP fluorescence was viewed with a Zeiss PASCAL confocal microscope with a 203 air objective with a digital zoom of 3. Samples were excited with a 488 nm laser, and emitted light was collected through a 505-530 band-pass filter. For the concentration curves, emitted light was collected through a 505 long-pass filter. Images were acquired at 294 ms per frame at a resolution of 256 3 256 pixels, covering an area of 150 mm 2 . The pinhole was opened, allowing single thick section scans. For each taste application, 150 images were taken, 100 before application (30 s) and 50 during application (15 s).
To apply taste solutions to the proboscis, a pipette with a 100-300 mm tip was filled with the solution and placed a few microns from the proboscis tip by using a micromanipulator prior to recording. Around frame 100, the pipette was placed on the proboscis until the end of the recording (15 s). Taste solutions were dissolved in distilled water and used at the following concentration: 1 M fructose, galactose, KCl, NaCl; 100 mM arabinose, glucose, maltose, sucrose, trehalose, lysine, threonine, valine, caffeine; 10 mM aristolochic acid, berberine, denatonium, lobeline, papaverine, quinine, NaCl; 0.7 mM azadirachtin; 0.1 mM limonin; 0.1 mg/ml quassin. For Gr66a-Gal4, UAS-G-CaMP flies, 1 M arabinose, glucose, maltose, sucrose, trehalose were tested instead of 100 mM to assess whether sugar responses reflect osmolarity artifacts. For Gr32a-Gal4, UASGCaMP, Gr47a-Gal4, UAS-GCaMP and Gr66a-Gal4, UAS-GCaMP experiments ( Figure 5 ), concentrations were the same as above except that 1 mM denatonium benzoate and 10 mM caffeine were used. Compounds insoluble in water were dissolved in EtOH or DMF, then diluted in water 10-to 100-fold.
For most taste ligands, solutions of 1, 10, and 100 mM (for bitter compounds) or 10, 100, 1000 mM (for sugars) were initially tested, and the final concentration used was one that generally elicited a nonsaturating response. In general, a fly was tested with up to six different compounds in random order, ending with a positive control (sucrose or trehalose for Gr5a imaging experiments, denatonium or quinine for Gr66a.) For the concentration curves, ten flies were tested at all three concentrations for each taste substance. Although the use of multiple compounds may cause adaptation, the random delivery ensures that effects of adaptation are equally weighted, and the positive control at the end of each experiment ensures against false-negative responses. In addition, the concentration curves for sugars and bitter compounds were performed both with different individuals for every concentration data point (data not shown) and with the same individual for the three concentrations being tested, and the results were not statistically different.
For the Gr47a-Gal, UAS-G-CaMP and the Gr32a-Gal4, UAS G-CaMP imaging studies, data were collected from flies that had robust fluorescence in projections.
Zeiss software was used to calculate fluorescent intensity in a region of interest (drawn around taste projections). Changes in fluorescence versus initial fluorescence (%DF/F) were calculated as the (peak fluorescence after t = 100 frames minus the initial fluorescence [defined as the mean fluorescence averaged over 5 s from t = 18-23 s] versus initial fluorescence) 3 100. Analyses of fluorescence changes were carried out in Microsoft Excel. Matlab software was used to convert pixel intensity differences into a color code. To display images as fluorescent changes, Matlab was used to subtract initial fluorescent intensity in each pixel (mean fluorescence averaged 1 s prior to stimulation around t = 100 frames) from maximum intensity in each pixel (mean fluorescence averaged 1 s poststimulation around t = 110 frames).
Taste Preference Assay
Flies w1 week old were starved on 1% agarose overnight. Taste preference was assayed on 3 3 3 cm quadrants, each containing 12.5 ml of 1% agarose plus or minus taste ligands. Taste ligands and concentrations were the same as for the G-CaMP imaging studies, except that all sugars were tested at 100 mM. For sugars, two quadrants contained 1% agarose and two contained the test ligand + 1% agarose. For neutral or bitter compounds, all quadrants additionally contained 100 mM sucrose. Approximately 100 to 200 flies were placed in a box and allowed to explore the agarose quadrants for 30 min. The number of flies on each quadrant was recorded every 20 s using the Logitech Image Studio digital camera and software, then manually counted every fourth frame. The taste preference index was calculated as PI = (number flies on test substance 2 number flies on agarose)/(total number of flies). Three batches of 100 to 200 flies were tested for each substance to yield a mean PI.
Capsaicin taste assays were performed as described above, except that a solution of 10 mM capsaicin in 70% EtOH was diluted in 1% agarose to a final concentration of 1, 10, or 100 mM. Eight batches of 100 to 200 flies were tested for w1118, Gr5a-VrE600K, and Gr66a-VrE600K flies.
Generation of UAS-VR1E600K
The UAS-VR1E600K transgene was constructed starting from the VR1E600K cDNA kindly provided by Dr. David Julius. A consensus fly Kozak sequence (gccaccatgg) was added to the cDNA by PCR mutagenesis, sequenced, and the resulting cDNA construct was cloned into the pUAST transformation vector by using standard cloning procedures.
Immunohistochemistry
To visualize expression of VR1E600K, Gr promoter-Gal4 flies were mated with UAS-VR1E600K, and brains of F1 progeny were examined by fluorescent immunohistochemistry. Brains were dissected and antibody staining was carried out on whole brains as described in Vosshall et al. (2000) or proboscis as described in Wang et al. (2004a) . Expression of VR1E600K was visualized with a rabbit anti-VR1 antibody (Calbiochem) and a goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody coupled to Alexa Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes). Ten to twenty brains/genotype were examined.
Microscopy
Images were analyzed with a Zeiss PASCAL confocal microscope. For visualization of Alexa 488, samples were excited with 488 nm laser, and emitted light was collected through a 505-530 bandpass filter. Optical sections of 1 mm were scanned through the entire SOG (w40 mm) or proboscis (w20 mm).
Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http:// www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/49/2/285/DC1/.
